Wonders In The Sky
You Are My Sunshine
(Lullaby)
You Are My Sunshine
My only sunshine
You make me happy
When skies are grey
You’ll never know, dear
How much I love you
Please don’t take my sunshine away
I’ll always love you
And be there for you
I’ll protect you from harm’s way
‘Cause I adore you
You’re my dream come true
You’re my beautiful sunshine
You Are My Sunshine
My only sunshine
You make me happy
When skies are grey
You’ll never know, dear
How much I love you
Please don’t take my sunshine away

Like the Moon Loves the Sky
by Hena Khan

Science Fact!
Never look directly at
the sun!
Even though the sun is
roughly 92 million miles
away, looking directly at
it can cause serious
damage to your eyes.
Even during a total
eclipse, you need to
make sure you are using
protective eyeware called
"eclipse glasses" to
safely look at the sun.

Astronomy For Kids
by Bruce Betts

I Want to Sleep Under the Stars!
by Mo Willems

Dark Was The Night
by Gary Golio

The Magic In Changing Your Stars
by Leah Hendersen
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Cloud Watching
Watching clouds together
is a great way to relax,
and encourage creativity.
Can you find clouds that
look like animals? Do any
clouds look like a flower?
What else do you think
the clouds look like?

"Reach For The Stars"

"Reach for the stars" is an idiom.
An idiom is a phrase that means
something different than what it says.
When someone tells you to "reach for
the stars" they don't really want you to
stretch and try to touch the stars.
They want you to work hard to reach a
goal that might seem challenging.
In what way have YOU "reached for
the stars" before?

